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ZEROMat&ZEROPendantEX
ーAugust your body with healing powerー

A zero magnetic field will trim your body!
ZERO utilizes radio waves and electromagnetic waves in the air, arranges the
mind and body with artificially created "zero magnetic field", heals the body
tiredness and pain.

―Mechanism of Zero magnetic field
generating subtrate―

What's Zerojiba？「HEALING ZERO FIELD」

Electromagnetic wave receiving antenna
Antiphase coil

ZERO incorporates a zero magnetic field generation
circuit, which absorbs and utilizes radio waves and
electromagnetic waves in the living environment to create
an energy field very close to the power spot. That is "zero
magnetic field". "Zero magnetic field" gives various good
effects to the human body.

It absorbs radio waves and electromagnetic waves
in the space, current flows in the coil,
creating zero magnetic field.

Effect of Zerojiba

There are four major effects of zero magnetic field.
1. Reduce stress 2. Relax 3. Improve antioxidant power 4.
Improve sleep For each item we conducted a test for 60
minutes each. Despite a short period of time the following
results have come up.
◇ The stress level is reduced by 13% than usual
◇ Brain alpha wave doubled than normal
◇ Antioxidant power increased by 11% than usual
◇ About 30% improvement in "sleeping" when sleeping

ZERO MAT

ZERO pendant 【S size / M size】

―Under bed and pillow while sleeping―

―Stylish healing to wear―

When you sleep, you can obtain a healing effect of zero magnetic
field by laying under a pillow or cushion or under a futon. In
addition to getting better sleep with a relaxing effect, it is also
effective for stress care, so it is recommended for daily health care.

When you sleep, you can obtain a healing effect of zero magnetic
field by laying under a pillow or cushion or under a futon.
In addition to getting better sleep with relaxing effect, also in stress
care. It is recommended for daily health care as it is effective.
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Size：H180×W270×D2mm
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Size：14Φ×10㎜【S】 20Φ×10㎜【M】

Package size：W275×H185

Package size：H181×W81×D12㎜〈S/M Size〉

Color：Gold&Black

Color：Gold

No：ZMM-001

No：ZMN-001【S】 ZMN-002【M】

Price：18,000円

Price：7,800円【S】 / 8,800円【M】

